International Women’s Day
March 8th, 2017

W

hat IWD means for them?

Typically, we think of different festivals as our favorites. Diwali; the festival of lights, Holi; the
festival of color, Sankranti; the kite festival, or Eid or Christmas could be marked as special day
in our personal diaries. But this has slightly changed for many of our women. Shakuntala; our
senior artisan from Ajmer says –“Yes, it was like that some years ago. I considered Diwali as the
biggest festival and a very special day. I would save the whole year for it, work very hard for making
it a happy celebration for the family. But, now, I wait for the Women’s Day. This is the day when
I feel free and courageous and part of a very big powerful family. Nothing is more special than
this.” Varsha from Jaipur says -“On all the festivals and special days, it is the woman who has to
work hard so that she can make her family happy. But, the Women’s Day is an occasion when I
feel I am being celebrated. Celebrated just for being who I am! Things are planned for ME, a place
is decorated and made beautiful for ME, special food is cooked for ME, and the whole organization
is there for ME! What can be bigger than this?” Archana, the inspiring leader and trainer of all
these women says she feels on the top of the world on this day. She feels proud realizing how many
women she has been able to work with. How she has been able to be a catalyst for the big change
that has happened in their lives. For these hard working, inspiring women the International
Women’s Day is bigger than any of the other special days now. They literally wait for it.

A

nervous start

So, we were quite nervous, when we realized that we were unable to raise sufficient funds to
organize the big event on the International Women’s Day this year. We had approached several
people and organizations for the financial support but, something was happening everywhere and
our friends and partners had to send their regrets, except of course Anchal; our long standing
partners from US. And, we wondered what to do? We were concerned about how disappointed
the women will feel. How could we let them down when they so expectantly, heartily and
enthusiastically looked forward to this day, to all the wonderful things that happen for them on
this day? We thought for a while and then decided to share our dilemma with the women. Their
instant response was - “Never mind. We don’t want gifts and awards that you give every year. Just
organize a nice fun outing for us!” That, of course, we could do. And we did. Bless these generous
and kind souls-how simple and easy they made it for us!

A

wonderful plan

Thus, motivated by the amazing energy and positivity of our women, we put together a program.
While we planned for things for them to enjoy, the women themselves too offered to do something.
We agreed to keep the plans on both sides a secret. That was exciting. Neither party, the
organizers nor the participants knew what it was going to be like.

A

n enviable venue

An exceptionally beautiful venue with sprawling green lawns, corridors lined with beautiful
creepers laden with flowers and a palatial banquet hall large enough to have over a thousand
people was at our disposal, thanks to an extremely generous family member. They keep it up to
date all the time as the venue primarily is rented out for weddings. We were lucky that there was
no wedding on March 8th.

A

terrific day!

An event that did not have much money and also not too much of planning, turned out to be a
GRAND day of fun and joy! Women rated it The Best IWD so far! The words would fall short if
we tried to describe the JOY and the COLORS of the day. So, here are the illustrations that will
tell you the story live!

We hope you enjoyed seeing these vibrant illustrations of the IWD, 2017! You could see how
each moment was celebrated by the women and you could feel their joy. It indeed was one of the
best IWD functions we had organized. And, with the lowest budget ever!

We did miss giving special awards to outstanding performers as we always do. We would have
liked to reward

Mamta;

for being the self-motivated learner and becoming the first Lady

Cutting Master (funny, but the title was always owned by a man so far!),

Yasmin; for being

excellent seamstress, Shakuntala; for being really brave and confronting her demons after

Lalita; for being self-inspired to learn and grow and for the
record harvest of organic vegetables this year, Shama; an Ever Smiling Beauty despite
sufferings she must endure, Lakshmi; for mastering the tractor driving skill (she could be the
FIRST in the State of Rajasthan!), Oma; for attaining mastery over block printing skill and
years of abuse and exploitation,

transforming herself to a trainer’s role (again, she could the FIRST Lady block print trainer in the
State) and Archana; for being the great inspiration to all these women and for her wonderful
training skills. Normally we would announce special cash prizes which we could not do but, it did
not look like any one was bothered about it. They felt extremely happy and proud to be
acknowledged and appreciated for being who they were. One of them said-“Sitting there on the

high stage and being garlanded by you wonderful people is the biggest reward for me. Money will
be spent in no time but THIS will stay with me forever!”
We wish that they knew that it is a matter of pride for us that we are able to share our lives with
them. I simply cannot stop admiring them for their courage, their thirst for knowledge and
learning, their unconditional devotion to their children, their ability to dream and aspire in spite
of the hardships and broken dreams, their faith in goodness and possibilities. And they SMILE in
face of unthinkable miseries and tragedies. They are our inspiration!

The take away
During the educational workshops and brainstorming sessions, one aspect was considered by the
women to be the MOST crucial in facilitating the growth and development of young girls. And that
was: The need to enhance the sense of personal safety and dignity in young girls.
We are taking it VERY seriously. With our personal experience of providing self-defence training
to the children in our residential care program and with a very clear and positive impact of the
same on their personalities, we are totally convinced that we could address this issue of personal
safety and dignity in young girls. We are working to make a systematic plan to expand our selfdefence and personality development workshops to the villages our artisans. That is our mission
2017!

And in the end, here are some HAPPY Statistics about the women of Vatsalya:
Total number of women trained in livelihood program till date: 4597
New enrolments this year: 208
We followed up 20% of the total trained women by us. This is what we found:
Women earning average income less than Rs. 3000 per month: 430
Women earning average income between Rs. 3000-5000 per month: 134
Women earning average income between Rs. 5000-8000 per month: 315
Women earning average income between Rs. 8000-10000 per month: 74
Women earning average income between Rs. 10000-15000 per month: 17

Thank you very much for all your wonderful support!
Warm regards,
Jaimala

